Production Technology of the Internal Combustion Engine Crankcase Using Additive Technologies
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Abstract
The use of rapid prototyping technologies to create new industrial products, of particular importance is the cost and speed of production, a unique opportunity to use cost-effective methods for the production of parts by investment casting. At the stage of pilot production, which is characterized by frequent changes in design, the problem of the rapid production of cast components becomes crucial. This is mainly due to the complexity of manufacturing foundry equipment. In turn, the research and development of rapid prototyping technologies have allowed a new level of optimization and the introduction of new technologies in the investment casting. The purpose of the given work consists in estimations of efficiency of application of technology of fast prototyping at moulding on melted models, estimations of accuracy of the received sizes of casting at moulding on melted models with use of technology of fast prototyping, and also an estimation of adequacy of virtual modelling of process of moulding in comparison with real process of pouring.

The work was conducted with the use of cross-cutting design in CAM / CAD / CAE systems. The study size and precision parameters of the casting was conducted in co-ordinate measuring machine. The work has been verified the adequacy of the virtual simulation of the process of forming a casting in the casting simulation ProCAST, in comparison with those obtained castings. The study showed that the use of rapid prototyping technologies with investment casting can significantly reduce the time for making castings, decrease production costs and improve the accuracy of the casting size.
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1. Introduction
Foundry is one of the most important branches of engineering. In various designs of modern machines and devices, about 60-80% of the parts according to their weight are cast of steel, iron, copper, aluminum, magnesium and their alloys (Cheah et al., 2005).

Foundry owes its advantages over other methods for producing blanks (Onuh & Yusuf, 1999). Using different methods of molding, we can obtain articles of complex configuration from any metals and their alloys. Most of these cannot be obtained, for example by stamping, forging or machining (Griffiths, 1993).

In order to save time and resources for the design, as we as for the development and manufacture of products, promising is the use of new technological processes in blanking and main manufacture (Hopkinson et al., 2006). The use of rapid prototyping technology allows to receive high-quality and relatively inexpensive models, spending few hours for their production, and not days or weeks as it is with traditional methods (Sun, C. et al., 2014).

Small size, presence of thin-walled elongated cells and slotted channels of complex shape makes it difficult to obtain details using traditional methods of production (Vaezi et al., 2011).

The article considers production of engine crankcase by investment casting (IE) using rapid prototyping (Chica et al., 2013). The article considers production of engine crankcase by investment casting (IE) using rapid prototyping (Chica et al., 2013).

IE method with the advantages compared to other methods for producing castings, is widespread. This method provides a cast alloy of any complex shape castings, which weights from a few grams to tens of kilograms with walls of thickness less than 1 mm (Kaplas, M. & R. Singh, 2008).

IE method takes a lot of time in mind of the technological difficulties associated with obtaining accurate master
models and pouring wax models, providing reception of complex profiles with high geometric precision. At the same time, the method IE is one of the most efficient in creating complex shapes made of metal, and in some cases – and the only possible method of casting, for example, when items have undercuts, thin walls or complex configuration.

These features enable the method to approximate the castings of the finished part, and in some cases to get a cast item, additional processing of which is not required prior to assembly (Yan et al., 2009). This greatly reduces the complexity and cost of manufacturing parts, decreases metal consumption, saves energy, etc (Pham, D.T. and R.S. Gault, 1998).

The investment casting technology provides the possibility to produce complex thin-walled structures, combine different items in the nodes, reducing the weight and size of products, create details (for example, cooled blades with complex labyrinth cavities of gas path) unattainable by other methods (Balyakin, A.V. et al., 2012).

But the method of IE takes a lot of time due to technological difficulties associated with obtaining accurate master models and pouring wax models, providing reception of complex profiles with high geometric precision (Zybanov, S. V. et al., 2009).

Speeding up the process of investment casting should improve performance of the details’ manufacturing process (Dimitrov, D. et al., 2006). However, this should not allow reducing geometric accuracy of the product. Additive Technology Laboratory is a division of the center for collective use "Interdepartmental Academic Research and Production Center of SAM-technologies" (CCU «CAM-technology»).

Equipment installed in the laboratory produces prototypes of products, the master – models, precision parts, according to the available 3D models in the shortest time with high quality features. Objet 3D Printer 350 of Israeli firm EDEN has a field for printing products sized 350 mm by 350 mm and depth of 200 mm, printing accuracy is up to 16 microns.

The main difference between rapid prototyping technologies and standard approach is as follows (Singh, R. and J.P. Singh, 2009):
- The use of CAD / CAM / CAE systems;
- The cost and time of preparation is much lower than the standard approach (about 5 times);
- The number of cycles of tooling use is much lower than with the standard approach.

2. Materials and Methods

The details’ manufacturing process consists of the following steps:
- digitization of detail or its surface modeling, including construction of a 3D model in the CAD system;
- modeling of the technological processes of casting of billet in CAE system;
- growing master-model and internal signs of the product from photo-polymeric plastic on a 3D printer;
- producing casting forms of silicone using master model;
- pouring gypsum plate in the form of silicone and its heat treatment;
- pouring wax into silicone mold;
- covering models into plaster shell and removing wax;
- casting metal in plaster shell;
- removing the plaster shell and internal mark, cropping and trimming gating supply system;
- heat-treatment of castings;
- controlling the resulting preform detail.

It is necessary to build in the CAD system a three-dimensional model for obtaining master models or prototypes of the product. In order to construct 3D models of parts we used computer aided design with manufacturing and engineering analysis (CAD / CAM / CAE) NX (Figure 1) from Siemens PLM Software.
Figure 1. 3D model of the engine crankcase

After constructing a 3D model of a part we built 3D a model of the work piece (Figure 2) by adding the allowance for subsequent machining, by adding the necessary technological gains and bases, and forming the supply gating system.

Figure 2. 3D-model of the work piece

In this step, a future billet of the details is enlarged considering the shrinkage factor of the material. Correction factor of the photopolymer master model is the sum of the coefficients of shrinkage of wax and metal.

Before growing the master model, manufacturing silicone molds and pouring wax, a virtual simulation of the forming billet was performed in CAE system of foundry simulation ProCast.

ProCAST isa foundry simulation system, providing a joint solution of temperature, hydrodynamic and deformation problems with unique opportunities of studying all possible processes of casting of foundry alloys. An additional advantage of ProCAST is that it is possible to calculate the stress, microstructure and model more exotic casting processes (Vdovin, R.A., 2012).

Some critical conditions, such as cold form, low filling speed or low casting temperature may cause defects with completing the form. ProCAST predicts when and where there may be filling or cold shuts, porosity, shrinkage voids, air bubbles (Futas & Pribulova, 2013). All the necessary design changes can be verified with minimal
costs, directly on the computer. Modeling in CAE system allows to optimize the runner feeding system (RFS), perform virtual casting (see Figure 3) and, as a result, minimize the appearance of spoilage in casting billets, abandon the test fills and get satisfactory details in minimal time (Li, H et al., 2014).

![Figure 3](image1.png)

Figure 3. Modeling the process of filling the shell mold and the temperature distribution of the melt in CAE system ProCast

Then printing prototypes of products was done on a 3D printer. Placing the work model of the crankcase in the output tray of the 3D printer is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

Figure 4. Placing the work model of the crankcase in the output tray of the 3D printer

After positioning the pattern on the output tray we calculated the necessary amount of support material, base material, and printing time. For growing model of the 3D printing system Eden we require 75 grams of base material (FullCure 720) and 122 grams (FullCure 705) of material support, and the printing would take 4 hours and 50 minutes.

As a result we got a prototype of an internal combustion engine thrust 2 hp with 3D printing system Objet Eden 350, using a multi-jet technology of material application and the curing layer with a UV lamp (Figure 5). Then we remove the support material (FullCure 705) using a jet of water under pressure in the water purification unit Objet WaterJet.
The master model, made on the 3D printer, was used to obtain the elastic form of their silicone compound. Products are tested to be free from defects (scratches and chips). Before using the geometry, each master model is tested at the gauging machine (Gill, S. S. & M. Kaplas, 2009).

The use of silicone allows getting models of wax and plaster of any complexity: undercut with a complex parting surface, with different inserts. Reproduction of complex forms in smallest detail is possible.

First the preparation of the master model is implemented; gating of feeding system is created by gluing rods of different diameters to the master model, thus creating different parts of the gating-supply system. Also, if necessary, a parting surface is formed (Figure 6). Then a mold box for casting silicone is made.

After that, mixing and degassing of the silicone is carried out. We used clear silicone compound of LasilT brand with a platinum catalyst for production of silicone forms. To obtain a high-quality silicone mold, it is necessary to carry out its evacuation after mixing and before pouring the silicone. This allows to remove the air from the silicone rubber and to eliminate the occurrence of defects on the surface of the models. Degassing silicone washer formed in the vacuum system MTT 5/04s with exposure in a vacuum for 20 minutes. Then the silicone was casted into the molding box.

After hardening, the resulting silicone mold is cut into two parts (Figure 7), by a wavy line, the master model is extracted.
In our center we use a technique that we have developed – technique of designing and manufacturing silicone molds using different methods of forming surfaces of the connector, formation of internal cavities and alignment of the various characters.

Casting models of wax in a vacuum into flexible forms allows getting prototypes and small batches of details of any complexity and without manufacturing traditional technological equipment (Jones & Yuan, 2003).

Through the use of a wide range of materials, castable copies may be flexible, rigid, heat-resistant, ultraviolet-resistant, transparent and/or of different colors, as well as waxen. For such casting we use special two-component polymers, cast in flexible forms in vacuum. After hardening, the physical and mechanical properties of these polymers are identical to those of traditional thermoplastic plastics (ABS, PS, PP, etc.). Bicomponent compositions that mimic the properties of different elastomers are also available. To produce wax models we use special modeling waxes (Bassoli, E. et al., 2007).

A wax model of the crankcase is shown in Figure 8. The internal cavity of the model was created by insertion and alignment of gypsum marking the elastic form fully simulating the internal cavity of the crankcase. The internal mark is obtained by pouring gypsum in a flexible form, and its subsequent heat treatment.

For casting aluminum alloys, the forms are made of plaster. The use of modern materials, as well as water-based binder, sands allows creating high-quality forms and achieving a minimum allowance and high surface quality.

Thin-walled castings can be produced in plaster molds, as gypsum can be heated to a temperature of 600 to 700 °C without damage. Such heating contributes to a better filling of narrow cavities in the mold with the liquid metal. One of the valuable properties of plaster and molding materials based on it is the ability to give a smooth and clean print. This ability is retained even when the mixture is with coarse sands. The addition of asbestos in plaster dramatically reduces the number of cracks while drying and calcination of the form.

At a temperature of 150±5 °C, the wax gating system and the model itself are made of plaster shells. Gypsum shell should be heated to temperatures of wax melting as soon as possible. To accelerate heating, a preheated oven is used.

Gypsum shell is left for 2 hours at 950 °C, and then the door of the furnace is opened slightly for 20-30 minutes
to add a sufficient amount of air. Then it is held for another two hours to complete the melting of the model. Thereafter, the shell is cooled and slag is removed, though some quantity of it can be present in the shell. The casing is then calcined again and the metal is cast into it.

The metal was melted in an induction furnace. Casting the metal was carried out by the developed technology. After pouring the gypsum model is removed by washing it in water. After the destruction of the shell and cleaning the remnants of plaster a perfect product was received (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Casting crankcase

3. Results

Determined is the quality of the casting size, surface roughness, structure, mechanical and physical properties of the metal, as well as the presence or absence in the casting of internal and external defects such as voids, blockages, cracks, etc.

Technology for producing castings affects their quality and, consequently, defines the principles that should be followed in the design.

The advantages of the method of investment casting using additive techniques may be implemented, if the casting for the production manufacturable by this method. A tech is the design of the molded part, in which you can make a casting that meets the requirements of accuracy, surface roughness, physical and mechanical properties and structure of the metal with the least expenditure of time and money (Ivanov V.N. et al., 1984)

Dimensional accuracy is evaluated by the actual deviations from the nominal size of the casting. In our case, the dimensional accuracy of the resulting casting was tested for co-ordinate measuring machine. All dimensions are made in tolerance. Measured above-obtained casting results are soot-related with technical requirements.

The analysis has shown that the microstructure of a regional zone of the sample represents α grains – of firm solution, particle of silicon, phase AlSiBe₂ and Al₃Ti, and also an iron impurity AlFeBe of size with 0,5-0,6 mm. On distance from edge about 0,8 mm the beginning of a thin disperse zone in width of 0,4-0,5 mm in which the sizes of the allocated phases make 0,1-0,2 mm is observed. In process of deepening the zone with various dispersion of phases from 0,1 to 0,2 mm deep was observed. These values correspond to the values received by a way of modelling in CAE system.

The use of rapid prototyping technology in conjunction with the method of investment casting allowed us to get good, high-quality castings of complex, thin-walled parts in a short time and with minimal technological training.

4. Discussion

Modern economic conditions have led to considerable reduction of volumes of output both in aviation branch as a whole, and in aviation engine building in particular that has caused appreciable changes of technology and the manufacture organisation. Besides, an exit domestic aviation engine building on the world markets and participation in the international cooperation of creation of aviation technics necessity of rapprochement, or harmonisation of processes of creation of aviation technics, including dictate technologies, with the foreign aviation technics. Complex application of information technology at creation of foreign aviation technics
demands transition to them and domestic aviation engine building (Balyakin, A.V. et al., 2012).

Machining processes in the production of aerospace components require considerable time.

To save material and time resources for the design, development and manufacture of parts promising is the use of rapid prototyping technology.

This article describes the technology of parts production by investment casting using rapid prototyping technology, which allows a short time to work out details of varying difficulty through the production technology, to produce thin-walled parts of complex shape without using sophisticated equipment.

The computer analysis of foundry processes allows essentially optimise foundry processes, save time and material resources. At a design stage of technology of moulding (before manufacturing forms) allows to minimise possible miscalculations and the errors inevitably arising in the course of working out to lower financial and time expenses to raise efficiency, competitiveness, quality and reliability of developed production (Vdovin, R.A., 2012).

5. Conclusion

The development of new product samples is of particular importance for speed prototyping.

This applies particularly to the manufacture of cast components, which are often the most difficult and time-consuming part of the production. This is mainly due to the high cost of master models and foundry tooling.

From the moment of the release of the design to mass production of a new product undergoes a lot of changes, each of which needs to be corrected or modified by applicable tooling. In such circumstances, this tooling is single and is not used in the future mass production. In this regard, the traditional methods of foundry parts, pilot production, are extremely time-consuming, not to mention the financial cost.

The transition to digital product description (CAD), together with the use of additive technology has enabled a new level of foundry. Departure from traditional technologies, the use of technologies for the production of master models by layering synthesis possible to significantly reduce the time to create new products.

When using additive technologies created, the entire life cycle of products takes place in a single technological chain of CAD / CAM / CAE systems. Using a single technological chain in modern experimental, foundries can significantly reduce the time and cost for prototyping and prototypes of new products.

By means of use of additive technologies it was possible to reduce essentially term of manufacturing of a detail, to cut down expenses on equipment manufacturing, to raise production efficiency. It, finally, has led to reduction of time of an appearance of a complete product on the market.

A further area of research related to the identification of the relationship between the properties derived from parts of their production technology that will allow giving further details of the desired properties.
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